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It quickly became clear that he knew what he was talking about, but was motivated by curiosity rather than
criminality. Obviously crackers are a more diverse group than the criminal masterminds and script kiddies of
popular imagination. To my surprise he agreed to be interviewed for this blog and I jumped at the chance to
find out a bit more about the shadowy world of cracking. How did you get into cracking software? I graduated
in software engineering about 10 years ago and started out seriously cracking software in my first year at
University. The first PC experiences I can recall were studying some very early Phrozen Crew cracks and the
Quox virus that someone gave to me on a disk. Do you also write software? Is your day job in the IT industry?
What is the motivation for cracking software? Motivation for cracking really seems to vary. Is cracking an
individual activity or is it organized? The answer is both, but that is an oversimplification. A lot of authors are
often quite surprised to find their software on the cracking scene radar. What is your attitude to intellectual
property? What do you think of those that do? I can understand the attraction of cracking as an intellectual
challenge. But why do some crackers then release the cracks? What do they gain? When people release cracks
do they think about the effect they are having on the livelihoods of the people who write the software? I think
this changes with age though and many get more considerate as they get older. What is your opinion of people
that add trojan horses and other malware to cracks? I suppose I might be accused of some degree of hypocrisy
;- , but these really are the bottom-feeders and low-lifes of the world. What types of software do you target?
Nothing escapes attention these days. What tools and techniques do you use for cracking? My tools of choice
are IDAPro the best disassembler which also includes a debugger and also a mixture of other debuggers
depending on the target e. And then there are other associated tools like a decent Hex Editor Hiew, UltraEdit
and more specific utilities covering the various cracking fields. There are quite a few books out there on the
subject of reverse engineering that list virtually all of the tools in most crackers toolsets. How long does it take
you to crack the protection on an average piece of software? How long are you prepared to spend to try to
crack a piece of software? For many crackers time is a commodity they have in spades. Are applications
protected by commercial anti-piracy software harder to crack than applications with home grown protection?
This is a tricky one; commercial anti-piracy software is pretty much exclusively written by ex-members of the
cracking community and by default is protected better than many authors own creations. A lot of authors
IMHO rightly conclude that improving the attractiveness of their software to potential customers is a much
more productive use of their time than writing the ultimate copy protection. Is software that phones home
harder to crack? Its worth remembering that a cracker will often have access to a legitimate license with which
to perform his study. This will most likely simply move the goalposts, but seeing as a lot of the software I
have been asked to look into was leaked to me by company employees the server model might not be as secure
as it suggests. Do hardware solutions e. Absolutely not, and anyone who tells you otherwise is lying. What are
the commonest mistakes software developers make related to security? In no particular order: Depending on
commercial protection schemes for security. Directly comparing the license string entered with the correct
one. Using a single simplistic registration function that is easy to isolate. Displaying message boxes with
helpful strings sending the cracker straight to the protection code. Not integrity checking against patching. Not
updating the software once a crack is discovered in the wild. Do you think software vendors should spend
more time making their software harder to crack? Make your protection something custom and use some
imagination by all means, but make it proportional to what you are protecting. Can you recommend any online
resources for authors wanting to know how they can protect their software better?
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The Spine Cracker 1. Tell us about yourself and your latest book. I write short stories, novellas and novels
across the darker spectrum of horror, crime and noir. Other credits include TV scripts, feature articles,
non-fiction books, stage plays, and award-winning medical writing. The back-cover blurb reads: In her late
teens, Meredith Berg-Olsen had all the makings of a runway model. Now in her late forties, after everything
she had been through â€” including horrors that John could only guess at â€” she looked bloodless instead of
pale, skeletal instead of slender, more dead than aliveâ€¦ John Penrose has two secrets. One is the flatmate he
keeps hidden from the world: His other secret is the reason he feels compelled to look after her. Contrition is a
horror story with noir undertones and an atmosphere of mounting dread. Do you currently have any new
projects in the works? It contains stories I wrote from to about , plus three new stories I wrote over the past
few months. The stories are dark, melancholic, with overtones of crime-noir and horror. So much work ahead!
What advice would you give to aspiring writers? Getting published is not easy in this crowded marketplace.
Focus on the writing process and how much pleasure you get from it. Once you get hung up on the numbers
â€” royalties, sales, followers, subscribers â€” you start to wake up in the mornings and wonder what the hell
you are doing with your life. You are such a prolific writer. How do you stay motivated? For example, every
time Christmas rolls around, I promise myself a month off to just relax, watch movies, read, sleep in, recharge
my batteriesâ€¦ And then after a week or two, I start feeling antsy and irritable. My advice is to put your
current project aside for a while and try a different medium, genre or style that stretches and challenges you.
And always have a rough plan for your story. When literally anything could happen next, how can you decide
on what to pick? At the very least, know your ending. This usually happens after I finish a long-form project
such as a novella or novel. Burn-out used to worry me oh no, what if I can never write again? While it lasts, I
work on admin stuff, do some research for an upcoming project, maybe write a non-fiction piece or a short
stage-play. The only solution is to wait, and to try using the time productively. A few of my favourites
include: What are you reading right now? The Dark Descent horror anthology edited by David G. How long
do you think you would survive in a horror story? I might have just enough time to show the main characters a
photograph of my family before I die. Every single case was interesting and important to me. I liaised with
about detectives from two Australian states Victoria and South Australia , and worked closely with victims of
crime or the families of deceased victims of crime. Nevertheless, it was a truly rewarding time in my life. I felt
that my efforts made a difference. I felt that I was helping people who needed every bit of help they could get.
I deeply admire and respect our police forces in Australia. These men and women do a dangerous,
heart-wrenching and sometimes thankless job. And have you ever used a phobia as an influence for your
writing? Oh, wow, I have so many fearsâ€¦! The ones I tap into the most would be in no particular order death,
loss, the unknown, and random violence. Life is anxiety-producing if you think about it too much. In my
opinion, the underlying and unifying philosophy of all horror stories, regardless of subgenre, is simply this:
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This is a deeply technical book and focuses on the software engineering skills to ace your interview. The book
is over pages and includes programming interview questions and answers, as well as other advice. Changes
from the Fourth Edition: The fifth edition includes over pages of new content, bringing the book from pages to
over pages. Major revisions were done to almost every solution, including a number of alternate solutions
added. The introductory chapters were massively expanded, as were the opening of each of the chapters under
Technical Questions. In addition, 24 new questions were added. Cracking the PM Interview: How do you
design an alarm clock for the blind? What is your favorite piece of software and why? How would you launch
a video rental service in India? This book will teach you how to answer these questions and more. Cracking
the PM Interview is a comprehensive book about landing a product management role in a startup or bigger
tech company. Scoring those coveted positions requires brains, drive, a minimum of luck, and an abundance of
smart moves. Get crucial advice on choosing a major, minor, internship, and part-time job that will make you
a superior candidate. Identify your weaknesses, and start developing a track record of achievement now. The
hiring processes and requirements of the tech industry are uniqueâ€”and the competition, stiff. No matter your
tech savvy, there are infinite ways to improve your chances of landing your dream job, from picking relevant
extracurricular activities to striking the right tone during an interview. But if you want to stand out among the
roiling mass of tech strivers, you have to do everything right. She interviewed over candidates in the U. She
assessed over candidates in that role, and evaluated hundreds more resumes. In , McDowell founded
CareerCup. Launched first as a free forum for interview questions, CareerCup now offers a book, a video and
mock interviews.
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What motivates you to do good job? What makes you angry? Why should I hire you? What are your strengths
and weaknesses? Why do you want to work at our company? What is the difference between confidence and
over confidence? What is the difference between hard work and smart work? How do you feel about working
nights and weekends? Can you work under pressure? Are you willing to relocate or travel? Give me an
example of your creativity. How long would you expect to work for us if hired? Are not you overqualified for
this position? Describe your ideal company, location and job. What are your career options right now? Explain
how would be an asset to this organization? What are your outside interests? Would you lie for the company?
Who has inspired you in your life and why? What was the toughest decision you ever had to make? Have you
considered starting your own business? How do you define success and how do you measure up to your own
definition? Tell me something about our company. How much salary do you expect? Where do you see
yourself five years from now? On a scale of one to ten, rate me as an interviewer. Do you have any questions
for me? Tell me about a situation when your work was criticized. Could you have done better in your last job?
Tell me about the most boring job you have ever had. Why did you resign from your previous job? Why have
you been out of work so long? Why have you had so many jobs? May I contact your present employer for a
reference? How many hours a week do you normally work? Have you been absent from work more than a few
days in any previous position? What changes would you make if you came on board? Looking back on your
last position, have you done your best work? Why should I hire you from the outside when I could promote
someone from within? How do you feel about reporting to a younger person? Looking back, what would you
do differently in your life? Why are not you earning more money at this stage of your career? What would you
say to your boss if he is crazy about an idea, but you think it stinks? How could you have improved your
career progress? Tell me honestly about the strong points and weak points of your boss company, management
team, etc.
Chapter 5 : IBPS PO Interview Book PDF : Interview Cracker Book for All Banking & Insurance Exams
This is the most useful book I've ever read on the tech job interview process. It's clear that the author is very familiar with
the process and my interview with one of the companies mentioned worked pretty much exactly the way the book
described it.
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Chapter 7 : Author Interview: Deborah Sheldon â€“ Spine Cracker
calendrierdelascience.com us about yourself and your latest book. I'm a professional writer from Melbourne, Australia. I
write short stories, novellas and novels across the darker spectrum of horror, crime and noir.
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calendrierdelascience.com: All eBooks on the topic â€žinterview cracker". Discover, download and read free and
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Chapter 9 : Crack Bank Job Interviews with this Book [Full Review]
Now in the 5th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top
software developer jobs. This is a deeply technical book and focuses on the software engineering skills to ace your
interview.
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